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PRESS RELEASE: HETN CONDEMNS SAICE-CESA LEGAL ACTION AGAINST
ENGINEERING COUNCIL OF SA (ECSA)
The Higher Education Transformation Network (HETN) hereby condemns the legal action
instituted by the South African Institute of Civil Engineers (SAICE) and Consulting Engineers
of South Africa (CESA) against the Department of Public Works (DPW) and current
leadership of the Engineering Council of South Africa (ECSA).
We believe that the litigation by SAICE, CESA and other voluntary associations in the
engineering sector is ill-advised and is merely aimed at gatekeeping the status quo and
blocking the attempts by the current Council of ECSA to transform the engineering sector.
We support the policy amendments made by the current Chief Executive Officer of ECSA,
Mr Sipho Madonsela in ensuring amongst others, transparency in the professional
registration process of engineering Candidates as well as retaking the administration of
Continuing Professional Development (CPD) which has been abused over the years by the
Voluntary Associations (including CESA & SAICE) for profit maximization as opposed to the
development of the engineering sector.
In 2015 we rejected the unfounded criticisms by Afriforum, CESA and SAICE regarding the
alleged drop in engineering standards and their unfounded objections to the introduction of
Cuban engineers to assist struggling SA rural municipalities.
We support the implementation of the ECSA Board Notice 97 of 2016 gazetted on the 8th
July 2016 in terms of which the Engineering Council of South Africa (ECSA) proposes to:•
•

Centralise the administration of CPD away from Voluntary Associations (including CESA
and SAICE)
Regulate the sky-high prices of CPD training courses charged by Voluntary Associations
(including CESA and SAICE) and other training providers

Thanks to the greedy profit maximisation interests of SAICE and CESA, CPD training
courses of engineers are expensive, unaffordable and inaccessible to most rural-based
engineers including struggling black engineering professionals.
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In our opinion, the Voluntary Associations (including CESA and SAICE) are running a cartel
and pursuing an unfettered profit motive of unilaterally developing and charging CPD
courses in the engineering profession (in the name of the ECSA) without contributing any
reasonable financial contributions to the transformation of the engineering profession or
considering the implications of their policy measures on the development of the engineering
profession at large including the accessibility of CPD courses to young black Candidate
engineers in development.
CESA and SAICE members are also guilty of abandoning their professional registration
obligations as registered engineers to provide mentoring to younger developing engineers
and are currently milking the coffers of the state dry through charging exorbitant unregulated
fees for the provision of mentoring services to government for mentoring young black
Candidate engineers.
Contrary to being concerned about the poor state of municipal infrastructure asset
management and service delivery, CESA and SAICE have largely failed to support efforts
by the State aimed at encouraging their members to join the public sector or taking up
engineering posts in poor provinces and municipalities where their engineering skills and
experience are sorely needed. Instead, the key interests of SAICE and CESA members have
been largely profit maximisation and the procurement and accumulation of large municipal
engineering contracts and perpetuating the current status quo of dependency.
The underhanded role of South African consulting engineering firms in perpetuating
corruption, the cesspool of poor service delivery through notorious shoddy practices of
selling similar (cut-and-paste) engineering designs to municipalities; non-submission of prehandover infrastructure commissioning reports on newly constructed municipal
infrastructure and protecting guilty consulting engineers who are guilty of delivering shoddy
workmanship on municipal infrastructure projects is well documented.
We accordingly reject the legal action by SAICE and CESA and call on the current leadership
of ECSA and the Department of Public Works to oppose the litigation defensio virilis.
We encourage all our members and supporters in the engineering profession to distance
themselves from the self-serving current litigation by SAICE and CESA aimed at windowdressing and gatekeeping and support the transformation of the engineering profession.
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About the Higher Education Transformation Network (HETN):The Higher Education Transformation Network (HETN) is an independent network of alumni and graduates from various higher
education and further educational institutions across South Africa committed to the process of transformation of education and
training to increase equitable and meaningful access to education, skills and learning to eliminate of socio-economic disparities.

